Open
Access and Education
Open
Access

Research

“Open-access (OA) literature is
digital, online, free of charge,
and free of most copyright and
licensing restrictions. What
makes it possible is the internet
and the consent of the author or
copyright-holder.”
Open access works can be made
available through OA publishers
and/or OA repositories.
A very brief introduction to Open Access,
Peter Suber

Open
Education

Teaching

“Open Education encompasses
resources, tools and practices
that are free of legal,
ﬁnancial and technical
barriers and can be fully
used, shared and adapted in
the digital environment. Open
Education maximizes the
power of the Internet to make
education more aﬀordable,
accessible and eﬀective.”
Open Education, SPARC

Open Access and Open Education both stress the importance of making information available for
individuals around the world, regardless of wealth or status.
These are not wholly separate ideas or incompatible practices.

Expectations of Openness
OA & OE

FREE READ ACCESS: Users can access a readable copy of the resource freely in some format,
usually on the Internet.

OA & OE

OPEN LICENSING: The resource is available under an open license that allows redistribution
of the work (Example: CC BY NC).

OE

REMIX PERMISSIONS: The resource is available under an open copyright license that allows
adaptation of the work (Example: CC BY, CC BY SA).
Note: Creative Commons licenses are the most common, but not the only open licenses used for these works.

Formats and Access Costs
Many OA books & Open
Educational Resources
(OER) are available to
purchase in print.
However, there must be a
freely available version
of the resource online for
it to be truly open, in the
way these terms are
typically used.

OA
content

Content
in print

Books, DVDs, &
other traditional
media

Free
digital
content

Open Educational
Resources

Most websites
and YouTube
videos

Open Access & Education by Shannon M. Smith is adapted from Open Access & Education, Expanded
by Abbey Elder.
You can access the original at https://dr.lib.iastate.edu/handle/20.500.12876/53880

